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Abstract—Depth estimation from monocular images can be
retrieved from the perspective distortion. One major effect of
this distortion is that a set of parallel lines in the real world
converges into a single point in the image plane. The estimation
of the coordinates of the vanishing point (VP) can be retrieved
directly by different ways, like Hough Transform and First
derivative approaches. Many of them work on specific real scene
characteristics and often lead to spurious vanishing points.

Technology and computational advances suggest that some
refinements to these simple techniques or a combination of them
could lead to more confident vanishing point detection than
modelling and developing a new complicated ones.

In this paper we study the behaviour of two classical ap-
proaches, introduce them some improvements and propose a new
combinational technique to estimate the location of the vanishing
point in an image. The solutions will be described and compared,
also through the discussion of the results obtained from their
application to real images.

Index Terms—Image Analysis, Computer Vision, Digital Im-
age ProcessingImage Analysis, Computer Vision, Digital Image
Processing.

I. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Depth extraction from camera images is fundamental to a
wide of applications such as surveying and mapping, tracking,
general autonomous robotic navigation and others. Conven-
tionally, depth is acquired using stereo cameras. This poses a
two-fold problem; one has to rely either on expensive stereo
cameras or to bear the burden of camera calibration issues. An
alternative way for acquiring depth in real time using cheap
monocular cameras is therefore highly desirable. There are
approximately 10 different cues that humans use to acquire
depth, including stereopsis, however most techniques require
cognitive high level vision.

In monocular images depth estimation, if no particular prior
knowledge of the scene is given, can be retrieved in many real
images by the perspective distortion. One major effect is that a
set of parallel lines in the three dimensional space in the image
space converges to a single point called the vanishing point.
This point in the image plane gives important information
on the distance of the objects in the scene and of the three
dimensional structure.

The most common approaches had developed a variety of
methods that depend on embedded geometry of an image and
some of them require specific configurations which are hard
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to retrieve for practical use. Some try to develop effective and
robust methods with no time constrains [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. Others focus on improving efficiency
and results through a better use of resources [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15]. Finally, last works concentrate on getting results
with certainty and in a short time, trying to be adequated for
real time processing [16], [17], [18].

Although significant advances have been made on special-
ized algorithms, little progress has been made in proposing
a general algorithm to detect a variety of captured structural
scenarios. Moreover, in spite of the claimed practicability of
these proposed methods, most of them generally require a
complicated computational model or the existence of abundant
knowledge about the object space.

In this paper we introduce some improvements to two
classical estimation approaches (based on Hough Transform
and First Derivative) and propose a new combinational one
for the estimation of the vanishing point position in an image.
The proposed algorithm is preserved simple and confident in
order to be used in a real time processing situation through
parallel implementation or high performance processing.

The next section provides a brief background on classi-
cal vanishing point estimation process. Section III develops
two previous existing solutions with some improvements and
outlines the novel proposed approach. Section IV sets a new
metric for the efficiency evaluation of the methods and shows
our preliminary results. Finally, conclusions and directions for
future works are stated.

II. VANISHING POINT ESTIMATION

The parameters to be estimated is a pair (x, y), representing
the coordinates of the vanishing point in the image. The
vanishing point will be determined by the intersection of at
least two straight lines. However, these linear features may not
be readily available for every scene and their generation may
be prone to errors if the linear features are short in distance
or lossy.

The starting point common to all vanishing point estimation
techniques is edge detection. Resulting edge maps are usually
very noisy and contain lots of edges arising from internal
discontinuities, and background clutter which are not relevant
to any vanishing point. Noisy edges can be harmful for van-
ishing point estimation algorithm and should better be pruned
out. The following step is the identification of candidate



lines containing the vanishing point in their intersection from
the pruned out edge map. An accumulating matrix is then
constructed where each cell value represents the number of
lines through any point. This matrix could be viewed as an
intensity image, where higher cell values are rendered brighter.
As it is clear more than one vanishing point could arise from
the accumulation process, then the resulting selected vanishing
point comes from a voting technique applied to all salient
points in the accumulation matrix (Fig. 1 illustrates this idea).

The resulting procedure sequence will be:
1) Edge Detection
2) Binarization
3) Candidate Perspective Lines Identification
4) Voting Matrix Construction
5) Vanishing Point Selection

Even though they all are based on the concept of voting,
they differ in the parameter space where lines are detected and
votes are accumulated (step 3 and 4 of previous sequence).
Some operate in the (ρ, θ) polar parameter space and others
in the (x, y) image plane coordinate space.

At this paper two traditional and simple methods had been
selected, one working on the polar space based on the concept
of the Hough Transform (originally proposed by [19]) and the
other working on the first derivative of the image plane (a
variant of the originally proposed by [3]). In spite of their
simplicity, their procedure results are not really confident in
vanishing point detection for vast majority of pictures. Each
procedure is robust under specific three dimensional image
structure. Nevertheless they could complement and reinforce
each other and their statistical nature makes them qualify for
parallel implementation.

III. IMPLEMENTED METHODS

A. The Hough Transform

The Hough Transform can be used to identify the parameters
of a curve (in this case, a line) which best fits a set of
given edge points [19]. In fact each edge point in the image
plane is mapped in the polar plane into a sine curve that can
be estimated with a simple linear system. An edge detector
is used as a pre-processing stage to obtain image points or
image pixels that are on the desired curve in the image
space. This edge description is commonly obtained from a
feature detecting operator such as the Roberts Cross, Sobel or
Canny edge detector and could be noisy, i.e. it may contain
multiple edge fragments corresponding to a single whole
feature. Furthermore, as the output of an edge detector defines
only where features are in an image, the work of the Hough
transform is to determine both what the features are (i.e. to
detect the features for which it has a parametric description)
and how many of them exist in the image. The main advantage
of the Hough transform method is that it is tolerant of gaps in
feature boundary descriptions and is relatively unaffected by
image noise.

After accumulation matrix construction, the voting tech-
nique is developed with the intention to solve possible inherit

(a) Original Image (b) Edge detection & Binariza-
tion

(c) Voting Matrix (d) VP Determination

Figure 1. General procedure sequence for Vanishing Point Determination.

calculation errors from the Hough transform process. As
a solution a simple median filter could be applied to the
accumulation matrix.

B. The First Derivative (Gradient)

The idea of this method is borrowed from the original Can-
toni proposal [3]. This approach uses the Frei-Chen operator
[20] to edge detection at the first step, and the calculus of
the edge slant at each detected edge pixel for the candidate
vanishing lines identification at the third step.

In this work we will use the Sobel operator as the edge
detection approach at the first step. This operator detects diag-
onal edges in a more confident way, giving the corresponding
confidence at the slant estimation stage.

C. The Hough Transform with Segmentation

At the Hough transform method, textural effects caused by
natural patterns and artifacts of digital image geometry can
combine to produce spurious maxima (i.e. a sort of noise)
and could lead to the determination of false vanishing points.
A proper selection of the edges is very important. Thus, the
edge detection step must be efficient and reliable because
the validity, efficiency, and possibility of the completion of



subsequent processing stages rely on it. A general solution to
this problem is to force the algorithm to focus only on those
lines that really contribute to the vanishing point detection
through the use of a more consistent image representation
without ambiguity.

At this stage we reformulate the mentioned sequence at
section II by adding the use of the Mean Shift segmentation
algorithm as a first step in the sequence. The application of
the mean shift algorithm to colour image segmentation is
due it has become a widely used method for colour image
segmentation, as it provides significantly better segmentation
results as other approaches, for example less over segmentation
and robustness against illumination changes [21] [22].

D. Our proposal

Our proposal is a combination of the three previous methods
in order to overcome the behaviour problems observed at each
individual one. Each method is simple, robust and confident
for specific structural characteristic of images and if they work
together they might complement each other to detect a variety
of captured scenarios.

The idea is to let them work with the same input image
and to get a resulting estimation from collective information.
Every mentioned method follows the establish sequence at
section II, generating a resulting voting matrix. After each
voting matrix construction, every method criteria is reflected
in the corresponding matrix, then they are normalized to get
a unified criteria.

The resulting voting matrix will arise from an importance
matrix operation. This operation will be a weighted sum
of matrices, where their importance is given by a success
probability associated to each method.

Then, the corresponding procedure sequence will be:

Data: Im: Input image, p1,p2,p3: Associated weights
Result: Resulting voting matrix Mresult

MH = HoughStandard(Im);
MSobel = Sobel(Im);
MHSeg = SegmentedHough(Im);
Normalize(MH );
Normalize(MS);
Normalize(MHSeg);
MH = p1 ×MH ;
MSobel = p3 ×MS ;
MHSeg = p2 ×MHSeg;
Mresult =MH +MHSeg +MS ;
return Mresult;

Algorithm 1: The novel Combined method.

IV. ASSESSMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section some of the results obtained with the im-
plemented algorithms are shown. All procedure codes are
implemented in C++. Most of the images are taken form
Internet with the restriction that they have to show a van-
ishing point. Vanishing point estimation was tested on 300

general images. These images exhibit large variations in color,
texture, illumination and ambient environment. All images
are normalized to the same size with height of 500 and
width of 500 pixels. Image population had been divided into
three groups according with the geometrical structure of the
perspective represented in the images: perspective lines setting
an intersection point (real vanishing point), perspective lines
not setting an intersection point (imaginary vanishing point),
not related perspective lines (imaginary vanishing point). Some
image samples are shown in Fig. 2.

(a) Defined Structural VP (b) Defined Imaginary VP

(c) Not defined & Imaginary VP

Figure 2. Different perspective geometries.

To assess the algorithm’s performance vs. human perception
of the vanishing point location, we request 5 persons to
manually mark the vanishing point location after they are
trained to know the vanishing point concept. A median filter is
then applied to these human recorded results and the average
of the median filter results is regarded as the ground truth
position.

Quantitative assessment of implemented method’s results
involves two evaluation stages. The first stage will analyse
each method behaviour for different input image types trying
to set the parameter’s values that optimize the results. From
this stage we will also estimate the success probability asso-
ciated to each method in the proposed combined method. The
second stage will test methods among them with the same
input images trying to assess the calculated importance value
for each method.

A. Efficiency Evaluation Metric

As was establish in section II, after candidate perspective
line determination process an accumulation matrix has been
generated and perhaps more than one vanishing point had
been arisen. The voting strategy must select those vanishing
points fitting best the pretended result while throwing away
the remaining ones. A simple methodology is to apply a
median filter to the accumulation matrix. Different mask sizes



Figure 3. Approval regions around ideal VP.

had been tested and the corresponding methods efficiency
evaluated.

For the evaluation of methods efficiency a new efficiency
metric was defined. This metric is compound of two parameter
values: an Approval ratio and an Average Error.

The Approval ratio is defined as the percentage of obtained
vanishing points that locate in a concentric region around the
ideal vanishing point. That is, let V Pideal the ideal vanishing
point named as a ground truth position, and V Presul the result-
ing vanishing point obtained after method application with an
specific median mask size. We define then concentric approval
regions through different concentric circumferences around
V Pideal, separated by 20 pixels (see Fig. 3). Efficient methods
must generate vanishing points into the first concentric region
around the V Pideal.

On the other hand, the Average Error gives a general
view about method behaviour and it has to be interpreted as
“how good was the process at the estimation of the vanishing
point” or “how erratic was the estimation”. It is defined as:
Average Error = 1

N

∑N
i=1 d(V Pideali , V Presulti) where N

is the number of vanishing points obtained with an specific
mask size, and d(V Pideali , V Presulti) is the Euclidean dis-
tance between V Pideali and V Presulti .

The metric was defined trying to express that a confident
method (with an specific mask size) will concentrate its
estimations on the first concentric region, close to V Pideal

and this will be reflected by the Approval ratio parameter. If
it happens that results obtained from the same method with
two different mask sizes are closed in their estimations (both
have estimations in the same concentric region), differences
might be reflected by the Average Error parameter.

For a good efficiency assessment we took into account the
first and second concentric region as valid resulting vanishing
points (V Presul).

After the corresponding testing proofs with mask sizes of
7×7, 9×9, 11×11, 13×13, 15×15 and 21×21; efficient result
had been obtained through the used of a 11 × 11 mask size
for the Hough Transform (64% success ) and First Derivative
(76% success) methods, and a 21×21 size mask for the Hough
Transform with Segmentation method (71% success).

Table I
EFFICIENCY EVALUATION METRICS OBTAINED AFTER EXPERIMENTS.

HoughSt Sobel HoughSeg C1 C2 C3

First Group
Approval ratio (%) 69,05 95,24 78,57 92,86 90,48 90,48
Average error (pix.) 56,38 9,13 37,91 15,28 20,33 20,99

Second Group
Approval ratio (%) 60,00 70,00 66,67 86,67 83,33 85,56
Average error (pix.) 47,18 38,25 44,39 24,80 26,74 25,33

Third Group
Approval ratio (%) 7,92 16,67 8,33 33,33 32,30 25,00
Average error (pix.) 133,60 83,62 99,09 66,16 67,51 72,06

B. Experimental results

Experiments follow the same rules about number of
evaluated images, origin of the images, grouping images and
efficiency evaluation metric setted for the assessment of each
method independently. In order to assess the calculated mask
sizes in conjunction with the comparison of the methods
among them, a new image population was used. For the
combined proposal three importance matrix operations with
different success probability combination associated to the
methods had been tested:

C1 = [15% HoughSt, 60% Sobel, 25% HoughSeg],
C2 = [20% HoughSt, 50% Sobel, 30% HoughSeg],
C3 = [25% HoughSt, 40% Sobel, 35% HoughSeg].

After experiments, the resulting values for the efficiency
evaluation metric at each corresponding group are shown in
table I.

From values represented at table I it could be observed that
the combined methods behaviour follows the intended idea
getting good percentage estimations even in the third group.
On the other hand, in spite of the sophisticated computational
models of the Hough and Hough with Segmentation methods,
their results are worst than those of the simple Sobel method.
Moreover their estimations decrease when perspective geom-
etry of images is lossy. A strong characteristic of the Sobel
method is its confidence in recognizing perspective lines, in
particular when they intersect conforming a vanishing point.
A weak characteristic of the Hough and Hough with Segmen-
tation is that they are focused on searching for intersection
points no matter if the involved lines are perspective lines.

Some resulting images of the different method’s behaviours
in the different groups are shown in the appendix, where each
image row represents an experimental group and the corre-
sponding estimated vanishing point. Voting rows shows the
associated voting intensity matrices for the resulting images.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper we have evaluated the performance of two
classical methods for the estimation of a single vanishing
point from perspective lines. Classical methods had been tuned



for fitting best the pretended results and a novel combined
approach had been introduced. The combined approach tries
to integrate each method strength for estimate vanishing points
into a more confident and robust method. We also have
defined a new efficiency evaluation metric that had shown
to be quite good in vanishing points estimation for a vast
majority of pictures. The whole work has been oriented to
the development of a new confident and robust method while
keeping computational simplicity and efficient in resources
use.

As a final conclusion about the new method behaviour can
be said that while classical methods find multiple candidates
to be a vanishing point and have to develop a decision criteria,
our method is much more efficient because it first combines
the obtained candidates from the classical methods to harness
them and then applies a decision criteria.

Future works will be oriented to improve the method’s
results making them focus on valid perspective lines (i.e. not
horizontal and vertical lines evaluation) and the treatment of
scenario pictures where vanishing points are out of the picture
frame. On the other hand, studies on recoding the procedures
had been started in order to implement them on advanced
graphics processors for real time processing.
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APPENDIX: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTING IMAGES

HoughSt Sobel HoughSeg Combined
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Figure 4. Resulting Images from experiments.


